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When we were young, we tend to play so much, I can still recall kids shouting “time first!” to inform their playmates to stop the time only to find out later that the expression is actually wrong. From an article, it was explained that before we learned saying “Time Out,” most of us used to say “Time First” in order to reset a game, make a clarification, or simply to catch our breath. We were just filled with fun and excitement then, but I must say that I still have the same picture of happiness these days.

However, what is the relation of those childhood memories to my profession? When we were younger, admit it or not, we can really ask people to consider our circumstance. They are very open and willing to understand our condition. Now, no matter how you explain and bargain it no longer matters. Rules are rules and don’ts are don’ts.

When we decided to make ourselves a part of this institution, we definitely have to play our role exactly as we are told to do so. Thus, our time is no longer free, but it can still fly, in fact, it moves faster than before that we have to keep on chasing it.

Life becomes tougher as time passes by, and we have to go along with it. In reality, time has no pause or rewind. Yes, we do not have the control of the time, but we can take control of the things we do. Hence, we have to do things worth our borrowed and precious time so as we can enjoy the frozen time.

We can’t make time follow through, but we can enjoy the frozen moments as we savor the accomplishments and fulfilments we have attained as a reward for being a wise time traveler.
Freeze doing unnecessary things, for time won’t wait nor stop for us, but savor the memories we may cherish after the sacrifices spent and done.
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